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Easy, fast 
confirmations. 
Every time.
Confirmation is a digital, centralized platform 
for all of your confirmations. A process that 
used to take weeks now takes minutes, and it’s 
more secure. That’s why more than 16,000 audit 
firms across the world use Confirmation.



Speed up and simplify 
your audit confirmations

It’s easy to prepare, send, and track more than 80 
types of confirmations right in our cloud-based 
platform. Bank, legal, AR/AP, and EBP/401(k) 
confirmations … you’ll find it all here.

Confirmation pioneered digital confirmations 
nearly two decades ago, replacing dated and 
inefficient workflows with a modern tool that 
reduces risk and saves time and money. 

If your audit firm is ready for faster, easier, more 
secure audit confirmations, then it’s time to start 
using Confirmation. 

between clients  and responders. Track and report 
on confirmation status across all your clients. 

Safeguard your data. Our robust data-security 
system keeps your clients’ data safe. We adhere 
to all industry standards and employ the highest 
levels of application security. 

Enjoy ease of use. Nine in 10 customers say the 
platform is easy to use. Get in, get out, get on with 
your day.

Ensure accuracy. Confirmation helps ensure 
clients and banks provide you complete and 
accurate information. The platform tracks, 
monitors, and reports on the status of every 
confirmation from start to finish.

Manage all request types. Confirmation offers 
more than 80 types of confirmations — from 
asset, debt, EBP/401(k), legal, accounts payable, 
accounts receivable, HUD, derivatives, securities, 
trust accounts, and more.

“For a professionally trained auditor to do audit 
support work that isn’t part of the actual audit, 
like checking the mail, that’s a waste of an 
auditor’s precious time. Now auditors can do 
what they were trained to do.”
 Peter Henley,
 CPA/CITP, Senior Director Clark Nuber P.S.

Contact us today!
Call 855.855.5CPA
Learn more at CPA.com/Audit-Confirmations

125,000 CPAs
trust Confirmation for their audits.

Modernize your practice with a secure digital 
confirmation platform. How we help you ..

Save time. Receive confirmation responses within 
48 hours (on average), empowering your team to 
manage more confirmations in less time. 

Maintain control. Control your confirmations 
every step of the way through a secure platform. 
All parties are validated, ensuring each of your 
requests go to the right people. 

Access anywhere, anytime. Check confirmation 
status, manage alerts, and search for client 
requests 24/7 from any device.

Centralize confirmations. Confirmation is a 
consolidated platform for all your communication


